
Manufacturing generates an enormous amount of data—most of which is either never measured, or ditched 
before decision-makers get a chance to use it. Digital manufacturing solutions effectively merge people, process, 
and technology by creating actionable insights at every level of the organization to improve business outcomes. 

C5MI Digital Manufacturing Solutions
Our solutions thread appropriate digital technologies through the manufacturing process and create tailored data 
insights. We ensure that you’re maximizing your existing investments and strategically deploy the technological 
tools that will enable your desired business capabilities.
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Make faster, 
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Gain Real-Time Views into your 
Manufacturing Processes

Meet with the C5MI team to learn how we can help you gain 
control and visibility over your manufacturing process. www.C5MI.com

DIGITAL MANUFACTURING

One Version of the Truth from the 
Shop Floor to the Top Floor

Monitor inventory, production performance, and
product quality
Manage shop floor workflows and labor assignments
Monitor the status and predict remaining life of critical assets
Detect product defects earlier in the manufacturing process
Lower IT lifecycle costs and decrease technical debt
Improve product genealogy and tracking
Achieve a paperless shop floor

Digital Manufacturing/Industry 4.0 Roadmap Consulting

Real-Time Location Services (RTLS)

SAP Manufacturing Execution (ME)

Manufacturing Operations Management (MOM)

SAP Digital Manufacturing Cloud (DMC)

Expose your “hidden factory” with cross-plant, real-time data. 
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Adaptability
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Meet with the C5MI team to learn how we can help you gain 
control and visibility over your manufacturing process. www.C5MI.com

Our Live Factory® platform is a collection of solutions designed to merge people, processes, and technology into a 
single, universal view of the truth, called the Common Operational Picture (COP). Based on Industry 4.0 standards 
and driven by live data from SAP digital manufacturing applications, this trustworthy COP allows condition-based 
monitoring across your entire supply chain and operations.

From the shop floor to the top floor, Live Factory® connects physical assets 
with transactional processes to deliver on the promise of Industry 4.0.

How Prepared Are 
You for Industry 4.0? 

Take the 
Self-Discovery!




